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Abstract: Using an optical Airy beam we created curved permanent modifications in
borosilicate glass and achieved separation of a 525 µm thick glass sheet with a convex edge
with a radius of curvature of 774 µm after etching. © 2021 The Author(s)

For reasons reaching from practical purposes, such as improved handling and durability, to decorative considera-
tions, processed glass is often required to have a seamed or round edge. Currently this requires an extra grinding
step to obtain for example the most common curved shape, the so called “c-cut”. For the preceding processing step
of cutting the glass to shape, ultra short pulse lasers with their beams shaped to an elongated focal volume (line
focus) are increasingly replacing conventional cutting tools [1, 2]. These straight line foci can be used to modify
the workpiece throughout its entire depth with one single laser shot, effectively perforating it instantaneously, in-
stead of having to dig into the material, as for example by ablation [3]. This way single pass laser glass cutting up
to a thickness of 12 mm has been demonstrated with a Bessel-like beam [2]. Here, we report on combining cutting
and edge shaping of glass in one laser process. To this end, we replace the Bessel-like beam in the aforementioned
micromachining setup with an Airy-Gauss beam to directly achieve a curved edge as the result of the cutting pro-
cess. We used a 2f setup as shown in Fig. 1 a), imaging the cubic phase produced by a diffractive optical element
(DOE) with a microscope objective (MO) to create an Airy-Gauss beam. The main lobe of this beam appears to be
accelerated in the transverse plane during propagation, yielding a curved line focus with a parabolic trajectory in
the longitudinal plane, see Fig. 1 b). While the cubic phase mask was fixed in our experiments, we used the focal
length f of the microscope objective for scaling the line focus [4, 5].

Fig. 1. Experimental 2f-setup (a) used for creating an Airy-Gauss beam and resulting theoretical
intensity profiles (b) for focal length f = 10mm.

We found that the volume modifications resulting from placing the focus deep within a glass sheet show the ex-
pected curvature for a wide range of experimental parameters (see Fig. 2 a)). With increasing pulse energy the
trajectory remains unchanged while the length and lateral extent of the modifications increase, for f = 20mm
reaching lengths of up to 2 mm and a maximum angle amax = 11◦. More confined and stronger modifications
are observed for longer pulse durations. Simulations of the energy deposition employing an unidirectional pulse
propagation model accounting for all relevant nonlinear propagation effects, in particular the laser-generated con-
duction electrons [6], corroborate this observation: For the short pulses the laser affected zone is much broader
due to intensity clamping, resulting in high absorption, but a low energy confinement. The broadening of the mod-
ification is reinforced due to the low focal contrast between the main lobe and the side lobes of the Airy beam.



This low contrast is particularly important near the glass surface when perforating glass sheets, as the threshold
for laser induced damage is higher in volume than at the surface. We found that an intermediate pulse duration of
5 ps in combination with a burst mode operation emitting 2 pulses with a delay of 25 ns per burst results in low
surface damage while still creating a sufficiently strong volume damage throughout the glass sheet. With these
laser parameters we achieved single pass perforation of a 525 µm thick glass sheet for f = 10mm. Using a well
established etching process with potassium hydroxide [7] allowed us to separate the glass along a perforation line,
thus obtaining a well defined convex edge down to a radius of curvature of 774 µm as shown in Fig. 2 b).

Fig. 2. Light microscopy cross sections of permanent in-volume modifications in glass (a) follow
the expected curved trajectory. Corresponding deposited energy densities in the focal plane (insets)
obtained from numerical simulations confirm a higher confinement of deposited energy for long
pulses. Result of cutting a a 525 µm thick glass sheet by perforation with an Airy beam and sub-
sequent etching is shown in (b). The cross section view parallel to the line of laser modifications
shows the curved profile of the cut.

For this first demonstration of using the Airy beam for glass cutting we placed the vertex of the parabolic trajectory
below the center of the glass sheet to compensate the preferential energy deposition in front of the linear focus
(Fig. 2 a)/b)). In a future experiment we plan to shift the intensity distribution with respect to the vertex of the
parabola [8] to achieve a more symmetric edge.
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